In this letter, I describe a scheme for beam stacking in a storage ring using barrier buckets without any emittance dilution to the majority of the beam. First I discuss the general principle of the method "longitudinal phase-space coating". This scheme has been convincingly validated by multi-particle 2D-beam dynamics simulations and has been demonstrated with beam experiments at the Fermilab Recycler. We also present its usefulness in mapping the incoherent synchrotron tune spectrum of beam particles in barrier buckets and to produce a clean hollow beam in longitudinal phase space. The beam stacking scheme presented here is the first of its kind. 
I. Introduction
High intensity hadron and ion beam stacking with no emittance dilution in a synchrotron is one of the major problems for the past several decades. Considerable research has been undertaken at many accelerator complexes over the years to develop novel stacking methods [1] , viz. box-car stacking [2] , slip stacking [3] , momentum stacking and cooling [4] , stacking using double harmonic rf systems [5] , transverse and longitudinal phase-space painting [6] . The first three of these use resonant rf systems and the last one is mostly used while beam stacking from a linear accelerator to a storage ring. Each one of them has its merits and limitations. The Recycler Ring at Fermilab [7] , an 8 GeV antiproton storage ring, uses barrier rf technology [8] The use of barrier buckets for rf manipulations in synchrotron accelerators and in storage rings is relatively a new to the technology. Significant theoretical as well as experimental research have been undertaken during the past two decades [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Use of barrier rf buckets are foreseen in future new accelerator facilities [17] .
Till very recently the Recycler was in use as the primary antiproton depository at the Fermilab accelerator complex. During normal antiproton stacking, ~20×10 10 antiprotons with longitudinal emittance (LE) <13 eV s was extracted from the Fermilab Accumulator Ring and transferred to the Recycler. The new beam then is added to the initial cold beam which was in another rectangular barrier bucket in the Recycler. This sequence of beam transfer is repeated several times in a day until the Recycler antiproton stack was enough to fill the Tevatron for collider operation. The entire stack of the Recycler is cooled using stochastic cooling and electron cooling between the antiproton transfers.
Over the past several years, a number of improvements have been made in antiproton stacking schemes in the Recycler [14] . A scheme involving morphing of barrier rf pulses [15] was the last improvement. All of these schemes involved non-adiabatic collapsing of barrier bucket containing the cold beam at the time of adding the new beam to the stack that resulted in longitudinal emittance growth of about 15% per transfer. In the case of multiple beam transfers, the overall emittance growth is as high as 50%. The disadvantages of all the early stacking schemes described in refs. 14 and 15 were that a) the initial cold beam is disturbed significantly every time a non-adiabatic barrier collapsing took place and b) the momentum spreads of the new beam and that of the initial beam have to be matched each time before merging.
In this letter I present a scheme of beam stacking "longitudinal phase-space coating" (LPSC) [18] . The method of LPSC explained here is different from longitudinal phase space painting explained in the literature [6] . Here the 6D emittance of the original cold beam can be held unchanged for a number of consecutive beam transfers from upstream machine and the emittance growth for the newly arrived beam is minimal. Presence of barrier rf buckets in the ring is critical to use this novel technique. LPSC can be viewed as the reverse of "longitudinal momentum mining" [13] . We illustrate working principle and an experimental demonstration of the LPSC using nearly rectangular barrier pulses though beam stacking illustrated here is independent of the barrier rf waveform illustrated in ref. 9 .
II. Principle of Longitudinal Phase-space Coating
A barrier rf bucket in a synchrotron is generated either by using a very broad band rf system or by a set of fast kickers which produce a minimum three regions per revolution period 0 T namely a region with positive and negative voltage barriers with a zero voltage region in the pulse gap. Longitudinal dynamics of a charged particle in such a rf bucket is characterized by its energy offset E  from synchronous energy 0 E and a relative time coordinate with respect to an arbitrarily chosen fixed point. Such a particle will continue to slip relative to a synchronous particle in the region with zero rf voltage in a barrier bucket. It will lose or gain energy as soon as it encounters a barrier pulse and this will continue till there is enough kick from the barrier pulse to change its direction of slip. Thus, the barrier buckets sets the particles into synchrotron oscillations. The motion of any particle in a synchrotron is governed by [9] 
The quantities  , e and  are electronic charge, phase slip factor and the ratio of the particle velocity to that of light, respectively.   is the time difference between the arrival of the particle and that of a synchronous particle at the center of the rf bucket. ) ( V is the amplitude of the rf voltage waveform. From Eqs. (1) we can obtain the general Hamiltonian for synchrotron motion for an arbitrary barrier rf wave form as,
The second term in the above equation represents the potential energy of the particle. It can be shown that the maximum value of the energy offset, ^E  , of a particle during its synchrotron motion in a barrier bucket is related to its penetration depth A schematic view of the rf wave forms with the beam phase space boundary (closed contour in left figure) and the corresponding potential well, representing beam particles for a storage ring operating below transition energy is shown in Fig.1 . The scheme can be looked upon as a set of four steps of rf gymnastics for every beam transfer. The initial beam distribution is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The region intended not to be affected during painting is also shown in Fig. 1 (a) (left, indicated by denser region of phase space). Before the transfer of new beam a mini-bucket made of two barrier pulses "3" and "4" is adiabatically opened as shown in barrier bucket made of rf pulses "5" and"6". The barrier pulses "2" and "5" removed to coat the injected beam as shown in Fig.1 (c) and rf pulse "6" is moved to the location of "2" adiabatically to complete coating as shown in Fig. 1(d) . As a consequence of this rf gymnastic the total energy spread of the injected beam will decrease initially though their potential energy is higher than that in the mini-bucket. During this stage the particles which are outside the mini-barrier bucket mix well with the newly arrived particles and performing synchrotron oscillations without affecting the beam particles in the mini-barrier bucket.
III. Experimental Demonstration of LPSC scheme at the Fermilab Recycler
The LPSC method of beam stacking is applied to the beam in the Fermilab Recycler [7] . The
Recycler is an 8 GeV permanent magnet synchrotron storage ring that operates below the transition energy ( T  = 21.6) and has 0 T = 11.12 sec. The Recycler was used as the primary antiproton storage ring for the proton-antiproton collider program at Fermilab which ended in September 2011. The Recycler ring was equipped with four broad band barrier rf cavities capable of providing rf pulses of practically of any shape with a maximum amplitude of 2 kV [19] and a very versatile LLRF control to carry out varieties of rf manipulations [20] . The available bucket area for the beam stacking is in access of 250 eVs. However, the Fermilab collider demanded the beam to be cooled to less than about 70 eVs for its optimal operation.
Normally, in access of 40010 10 antiprotons were stacked in the Recycler for collider use.
Testing of LPAC scheme in the Recycler was carried out in two steps. First, computer simulations using a multi-particle beam dynamics code, ESME [21] , have been carried out to establish the rf manipulation steps. Then, experiments were done with proton beam in the
Recycler to demonstrate the technique. Finally, the scheme is implemented operationally in the
Recycler to check its compatibility with the rest of the collider program. Figure 2 shows simulated beam particle distribution in (  , E  )-phase space along with the barrier rf pulses for the LPAC scheme. The initial beam particle distribution was confined in a barrier bucket with pulse width and height of about 0.91 sec and 1.93 kV, respectively, and the gap between the two rf pulses was about 5.89 sec as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this case, we chose total phase space area of the initial beam stack to be about 108 eVs for illustration. The synchrotron period of the outer most particles in this distribution was about 1.6 sec. Before populating the new beam the initial beam is further confined in a mini-barrier bucket of total area equals 108 eVs inside the initial barrier bucket by opening it iso-adiabatically in about 12 sec, as shown in Fig. 2 Gaussian shapes then about 5% of the particles lie outside three-standard deviation.
III.1 Simulations
Consequently considerable emittance growth is seen even if we carry out the rf gymnastics much more adiabatically as compared with the one illustrated in Fig. 2 . The beam in the Recycler exhibits closer to logarithmic in E  and parabolic in  coordinates due to combination of stochastic cooling [23] as well as electron cooling [24] .
III.2 Experimental Demonstration
The beam test was carried out in the Fermilab Recycler. The experiments were carried out using proton [14, 22] as well as antiproton beams. Here I illustrate the case with the antiproton beam. The measured wall current monitor data and the corresponding rf wave form at various stages of the beam manipulations are shown in Fig. 3 .
Initial beam of about 2.56×10 12 antiprotons were stored in a rectangular barrier bucket of 2 T =5.89 sec, pulse width~ 0.91 s each and pulse amplitude ~1.92 kV. The beam is cooled using stochastic cooling as well as electron cooling to a longitudinal emittance ~ 70±7 eV s (95%) .
(Measured line-charge distribution and the Schottky data (energy distribution) for the initial beam are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b), respectively (red traces)). Then, a mini-bucket of area ~66 eV s, (V 0 ~0.72 kV, pulse width~0.25 sec and pulse gap ~5.4 sec) was opened to capture about 95% of the initial beam. Corresponding measured line charge distribution and the rf wave form are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Prior to new beam transfer to the Recycler, four 2.5 MHz rf buckets of total area of about 14 eV s are opened and about 14×10 10 antiprotons of about 7±1 eVs are extracted from the antiproton source and have been injected into the already opened matched buckets of the Recycler as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Finally, the newly arrived antiprotons are coated on previously captured antiprotons in the mini-barrier bucket without disturbing it. Figure 3(c) shows the wall current monitor data corresponding to the initial stages of beam coating soon after the 2.5 MHz rf waveform and the rectangular barrier pulses separating mini-bucket and newly arrived beam are removed. Completion of coating of the beam is shown in Fig. 3(d) . The barrier pulses seen by the beam in this experiment were not exactly rectangular in shape; the rise time and fall time for a rectangular barrier pulse was about 10 nsec. Also, there was a polar asymmetry for the barrier pulses; the negative pulses were a few percent smaller than the positive barrier pulses. The origin of this asymmetry for barrier rf pulses was identified to be non-symmetric saturation curves of the power amplifiers used in the Recycler rf system.
Consequently, the longitudinal emittance could not be obtained using standard analytical formula given earlier, but, we had to use a beam Monte Carlo (MC) method [25] . We use the ESME code to construct the beam particle distribution in ( Between two successive set of beam transfers the time gap was about forty five minutes and the beam was cooled mainly using stochastic cooling with about a few minutes of electron cooling.
The inset in Fig. 6 is Schottky data measured soon after final beam coating but with mini-buckets removed. At the end of the beam stacking the antiprotons have been used for one of the collider operation. We also had similar beam stacking, having LPSC scheme at the early part of the beam stacking till the beam intensity reached about 27010 10 followed by normal stacking to reach total intensity of about 40010 10 . In both cases the LPSC scheme was transparent to the rest of the collider operation. A comparison of the final distributions between normal stacking and that obtained from the LPSC showed similar behaviour within the measuremental errors.
The central dense region of the beam distribution was disturbed very little even in case of normal stacking because the synchrotron oscillation period of the beam particles close to synchronous energy were in the range of several seconds. As a result of this, operationally we found little difference between these two techniques in the Recycler.
IV. Measurement of Incoherent Spectrum using LPSC
Mapping of the synchrotron frequency spectrum of particles in a standard sinusoidal rf bucket had been done before [26] . .9 s and pulse gap 2 T =5.9 sec. is chosen as the bucket of interest to map the synchrotron frequency spectrum. Then a mini-bucket is grown inside the main bucket utilizing the entire pulse gap 2 T . During this rf manipulation the rf bucket of interest was kept empty. Using the proton beam the empty mini-bucket was coated following the same steps as shown in Fig. 1 . This created a long bunch with an ideal hole in the center. The separatrix of the mini-bucket acts as the boundary between the empty region and the coating. The wall current monitor signal is fed to Agilent 89441A 2.65GHz VSA (with a frequency span of 0-4Hz, centered at the RR revolution frequency) to measure synchrotron frequency of the particles sitting on the separatrix. By changing the mini-bucket parameters of the mini-bucket the entire synchrotron spectrum is scanned. The Fig. 7 along with analytical predictions assuming ractangular barrier pulses. The level of descripancy between measurements and the predictions of synchrotron frequency spectrum can be understood as due to the shapes of rf pulses used in the experiment versus that used in calculations.
During each of the measurements mentioned above a hollow bunch is created. However, the hole in the longitudinal phase space is maintained by means of mini-bucket. We found that even in the absense of mini-barrier bucket a clean hollow beam can be maintained as shwn in Fig. 8 .
We certainly observe some leakage of beam particles into the hollow region manily because of non-adiabaticity of the rf manipulation while removing the mini-bucket. No degradation in hollow beam is seen even after a long time (of the order of hours). Figures 8 (a) and (b) show measured and ESME predicted line-charge distributions for the hollow beam. The corresponding beam particle distribution in the longitudinal phase-space is shown in Fig. 8(c) . We see quite good agreement in the predictions and the measurement data.
At this time, hollow beams are of purely of academic interest. The hollow beam of the type explained here may be of very high interest from the point of view of studying varieties of distribution functions and studying beam physics.
V. Summary
We have proposed and validated a novel beam stacking method, longitudinal phase space coating, for a storage ring using rf barrier buckets. The scheme has been studied using multiparticle beam dynamics simulations and the technique has been demonstrated with beam experiments in the Recycler. This method has been successfully implemented and is used operationally for antiproton beam stacking. We have demonstrated the ability of this technique to antiproton stacking with less than 10% emittance dilution. The method works in such a way that the majority of the central region of the phase space is undisturbed throughout the stacking.
The rf gymnastic features to the longitudinal phase space coating is quite useful in measuring the incoherent synchrotron spectrum of the beam distribution in a barrier bucket. We illustrated such measurement on one typical barrier bucket used at the Recycler. The measurement data is reproduced quite well by an analytical calculation. This technique is used to create an ideal hollow beam in longitudinal phase space.
As a final note, we expect that the applications of the technique described here for phase space coating isolating dense region of a phase space not be unique to high-energy storage rings for protons and antiprotons. The technique developed here that use barrier rf will be very useful in heavy ion storage rings and it should have broad application in other low energy circular storage rings. 
